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PROGRAM

Hymn to the Great City  R. Glière

Birch Tree Waltz  E. Dreisen

Handzia  Ukrainian Folk Song
Three Winters  K. Meladze

_Annya Gubenkova, Vocals_

Second Waltz  D. Shostakovich

On the Sea  Russian Round Dance

Russian Song  E. Derbenko

Rain Drops  N. Khondo

Under the Willow Tree

Waltz  E. Doga

Lullaby  V. Gorodinsky

Romantic Prelude  E. Derbenko
Orchestra Members

Prima domras:
Dan Cobb
Danya Littlefield
Kathy Mittelstadt
Dan Tremmel
Karen Tusack

Alto domras:
Bryce Linden
Maya Reinfeldt
Kelsey South
Kseniya Stoychuk
Vladimir Trubetskoy

Bass domras:
David Grindrod
Nicholas Pook

Flute:
Claudia Torres

Oboe:
Sarah Filer

Bayan:
Don Becker

Accordions:
Katrina Harms
Amy Wencel

Prima balalaikas:
Anne Brethauer
Thomas Edwards
Anna Ogden-Nussbaum
Olga Trubetskoy

Sekunda balalaikas:
Anna Graupner
Qiying Li

Alto balalaikas:
Brian Kilgour
Laura Schmidt

Bass balalaika:
Lauren Schulte

Contrabass balalaikas:
Matt Appleby
Melissa Gilmore
Krista Ritger

www.russorch.wisc.edu